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Formed in 1947 as the Rehabilitation Finance Corporation, 
DBP has since expanded its development financing 
programs and  operations to accelerate national 
development efforts. In 1995, the Bank was granted an 
expanded banking license and attained universal banking 
status. 

Under its new charter, DBP is classified as a development 
bank with the primary objective to provide banking services 
principally to cater to the medium and long-term needs 
of agricultural and industrial enterprises with emphasis 
on small and medium-scale industries1. Tasked with the 
mission to accelerate development efforts throughout the 
country, DBP increased its presence nationwide through 
the establishment of its branch network and further 
expansion of lending activities to support development 
initiatives in the infrastructure, social services, micro 
and small enterprises, and the environment sectors2. In 
1995, DBP was granted an expanded commercial banking 
license and attained universal banking status.

Seventy-two years later, DBP remains true to its goal of 
supporting the government’s development thrusts. With 
its enhanced mandate as the country’s Infrastructure 
Bank, DBP continues to serve as a catalyst for sustainable 
economic development through initiatives that leave a 
wide-ranging positive impact on the lives of Filipinos. DBP 
supports development projects in key economic sectors, 
namely:   

1 https://www.dbp.ph/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Revised-Charter.pdf
2 https://www.dbp.ph/about-dbp/dbp-profile/
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With this clear development focus, DBP is driven by its 
vision to be a one-trillion Peso Asset Bank capable of 
supporting and spearheading development in half of the 
Philippine countryside by 2022. By 2040, DBP seeks to be 
a world-class infrastructure and development financial 
institution, and a proven catalyst for a progressive and 
prosperous Philippines. 

Parallel to this vision, DBP forges ahead with its mission 
to support infrastructure development, responsible 
entrepreneurship, efficient social services, and the 
protection of the environment; work for raising the level of 
competitiveness of the economy for sustainable growth; 
and promote and maintain the highest standards of good 
governance.

Mission and Vision

DBP aims to continue 
to strengthen 
its stand as the 

country’s development 
and infrastructure bank by 
expanding its development 
activities and continuously 
reaching out to marginalized 
sectors and underserved 
areas.  
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DBP has integrated environmental and social 
considerations in its operations. The Bank holds the 
distinction of being the first Philippine bank to be ISO 
14001-certified for the sustained implementation of its 
environmental management system (EMS). Currently, 
DBP is certified compliant with international standards 
under ISO 9001:2015 (Quality Management System) and 
ISO 14001:2015 (EMS) for 14 Bank processes covering 
the DBP head office, regional offices, and branches by 
Certification International Philippines (CIP)3. 

As part of the Bank’s environmental and social 
commitments, efforts are focused on the following goals4:

•  We minimize the environmental impact of our internal 
operation through efficient use of resources. Energy-
efficient lighting is installed throughout the building. 
Operating time for air-conditioning (AC) units, elevators 
and lights has also been reduced.  Computer monitors 
shut-off automatically when idle for 20 minutes.  Lights 
are automatically shut-off during lunch break and when 
not in use. Sensor lavatory faucets are likewise installed 
to minimize water consumption. Waste segregation is 
also being practiced. 

 Included in the five-year Environmental Plan of the Bank 
is the installation of LED lights and air-conditioning 
units using inverter technology in all DBP offices. 

•  We identify and manage environmental and social risks 
of our business. DBP conducts due diligence as part 
of its lending process to ensure that environmental 
and social risks associated with the proposed projects 
for financing are identified, analyzed, managed and 
mitigated. This re-affirms the Bank’s environmental and 
social policies as reflected in the environmental and 
social policy statements. Further, we ensure compliance 
of projects financed to laws and regulations by requiring 
submission of applicable environmental certifications 
(e.g. environmental compliance certificate). 

•  We promote projects that contribute to environmental 
protection through our lending activities. DBP has 
an established corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
program that enables it to share the benefits of 
development, as well as its continued viability, with 
the marginalized sectors of society. The Bank’s 
CSR initiatives are focused on the following areas: 
education; environment; and other outreach activities 
including support to communities adversely affected 
by calamities/ disasters in the form of relief assistance. 

We strive to ensure 
that we embody our 
commitments as 

part of our key operational 
goals. Attached as Annex A 
are the environmental and 
social policy statements of 
the Bank. 

Sustainability 
Strategy

3 https://www.dbp.ph/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ISO-Certification-on-DBPs-Integrated-Management-System.pdf
4 https://www.dbp.ph/about-dbp/dbp-environmental-policy
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Through the DBP Endowment for Education Program 
(DEEP), the Bank has helped financially-challenged but 
deserving high school students to pursue higher education. 
Scholarship assistance covers the whole range of the 
students’ requirements, including tuition, books, cost of 
living, and allowances.  On its 10th  year of implementation 
in 2018, DEEP has supported 3,324 scholar-graduates. 
Building on the success of DEEP, the Bank launched the DBP 
Resources for Inclusive and Sustainable Education (RISE) in 
September 21, 2018. DBP RISE is also a tertiary scholarship 
program designed as a poverty reduction strategy.

The DBP Forest Program (DFP) is a non-credit initiative that 
supports the restoration of the country’s forest cover, and 
aims to stop denudation through organized collaboration 
with government and non-government organizations, 
state universities and colleges, people’s organizations and 
other qualified forest partners.  The program is the Bank’s 
tangible response to the global call for climate change 
mitigation and environmental protection. Apart from 
addressing environmental problems, DFP projects intend to 
create livelihood opportunities for Forest Partners and their 
families through the harvest, sale or processing of fruits 
and other tree products.

DBP also supports community empowerment and resiliency 
through outreach activities and programs. The Bank 
extends assistance to charitable institutions, organizations, 
and LGUs for projects aimed to augme nt the provision 
of basic social services to identified vulnerable groups of 
society and for calamity and disaster response.
   
DBP advocates social initiatives including the promotion of 
equality among men and women by supporting Gender and 
Development policies and regulations such as the Magna 
Carta of Women5 and the creation of programs for health, 
education and women entrepreneurship.

•  We believe in synergy and regional and global cooperation 
in advancing development goals. We build our 
knowledge and understanding of key issues and share 
best practice through our membership in industry and 
sector organizations, adoption of global commitments, 
and implementation of guiding frameworks. DBP is a 
founding member of the Association of  Development 
Financing Institutions in Asia and the Pacific (ADFIAP) 

5 https://www.dbp.ph/wp-content/2018/06/Creation-of-GFPS.pdf
6 https://www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples/
7 https://www.dbp.ph/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/DAC-CHARTER.pdf

that seeks to advance sustainable development in 
the Asia-Pacific region,  particularly in the provision 
of financial services for sustainable economic, 
environmental and social development for the benefit of 
the society at large.

In 2017, DBP became one of the signatories to “The 
Karlsruhe Resolution” that supports the United Nations 
(UN) - backed Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
and the Paris Climate Agreement (COP21) collectively 
known as the “Agenda 2030.” By being a signatory to The 
Karlsruhe Resolution, governments and policy-making 
institutions commit to create policy frameworks that 
promote investments in innovation that will contribute 
in creating a green, inclusive and sustainable economy. 

DBP is also a member of the United Nations Environment 
Programme - Finance Initiative (“UNEP FI”) which 
promotes the banking industry’s contribution to the 
society’s goal such as the Sustainable Development 
Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement6.

Further, to ensure our focus, direction and adherence 
towards achieving our developmental mandate, the Bank has 
a Development Advocacy Committee (“DAC”) composed of 
six members of the DBP Board of Directors including the 
Chairman, and the President and Chief Executive Officer of 
the Bank. The DAC acts as an advocate and driving force 
for DBP’s sustainable development mandate and visions of 
inclusive growth. Its main function is to drive and integrate 
sustainability and development perspectives into the Bank’s 
lending programs and operations7. DBP also publishes its 
Sustainability Development Reports. 

DBP is firmly committed to providing financial resources to 
projects and initiatives that directly affect the sustainable 
growth of the country.  Priority development assistance 
is channeled to projects in vital sectors such as power, 
environmental management and protection, water supply 
and sanitation, watershed management, resource recovery, 
solid waste management, and health care. DBP works hand-
in-hand with key players from both the private and public 
sectors such as local government units, national agencies, 
private corporations, multilateral and bilateral lending 
institutions, private banks, rural banks, cooperatives, among 
others, in carrying out its various development programs 
and initiatives.
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•  Infrastructure and Logistics: As an archipelago of over 
7,000 islands, the Philippines requires efficient and 
modern transport infrastructure, logistics facilities and 
power infrastructure to accelerate and sustain its socio-
economic growth, improve its global competitiveness, 
and promote physical integration.

•  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises: DBP fosters 
progress by championing Filipino entrepreneurs through 
its Sustainable Enterprises for Economic Development 
(SEED) Program. DBP also helps communities flourish 
through employment generation and support for local 
products.

•  Environment and Climate Change: DBP integrates 
environmental considerations in all aspects of its 
operations. The Bank provides financing as well as 

technical assistance to projects that are ecologically 
sound, and plays an active role in encouraging clients and 
participating financial institutions, under its wholesale 
lending program to include green considerations in their 
businesses and thrusts.

•  Social Services & Community Development: DBP 
lends to projects for health care, education, housing 
and community development. The Bank helps provide 
access to shelter for the poor, while supporting the 
development of infrastructure and community facilities 
in cities and municipalities.

DBP’s lending activities support the achievement of several 
UN SDGs. Please visit https://www.dbp.ph/developmental-
banking/ to know more about DBP’s development programs 
and initiatives. 
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DBP has consistently been recognized 
by award-giving bodies for its projects 
and development initiatives. Among its 

most recent and notable recognitions are as 
follows: 

Association of Development Financing Institutions in 
Asia and the Pacific (ADFIAP) Development Awards - 
Outstanding Development Projects

1.  Environmental Development Category 
 a.  Advancing the Use of Renewable Sources 

through Freeport Zone: Enfinity Philippines 
Renewable Resources

 b.  Tacloban City Energy Efficient Street Lighting 
Project

2.  Infrastructure Development Category - 
Infrastructure Contractor Support (ICONS) 
Program

3.  Financial Inclusion Category (Merit Award) 
- Driving to Break Boundaries: DBP PASADA 
Financing Program

Recognitions 
and Awards

4.  Best Innovation in Financial Services - Success in 
PASADA - Transport Renewal Program

5.  Outstanding Sustainable Project Financing 
Category (Certificate of Merit) - Ilagan-Divilacan 
Road Rehabilitation Project

The Asian Asset Awards

1.  Oil and Gas Deal of the Year Philippines - Atlantic 
Gulf and Pacific Company P6-billion term loan 
facility

2.  Transport Deal of the Year Philippines - Cebu 
Cordova Link Expressway Corporation P19-billion 
financing

3.  Utility Deal of the Year Philippines - Apo Agua 
Infrastructure P9-billion financing

Philippine Dealing System (PDS) Annual Awards - Top 5 
Corporate Issue Manager / Arranger  2018 Bank Category

Standard and Poor’s (S&P) Global Ratings

1.  DBP’s long-term issuer credit rating was 
upgraded to “BBB+” from “BBB”, two notches 
above minimum investment grade, and assigned 
a “stable” outlook

2.  DBP’s short-term rating was affirmed at “A-2”

Investment House Association of the Philippines (IHAP) 
Awards

1.  Deal of the Year - Republic of the Philippines 
Retail treasury Bonds 20th Tranche

2.  Best Fixed Income Deal - Republic of the 
Philippines Retail treasury Bonds 20th Tranche

QSI Nation Builder Awards - Nation Builder Award

Asia CEO Awards 2018 - CSR Company of the Year 
Category (finalist)
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Guided by the ICMA Green Bond Principles 2018 (GBP), Social Bond Principles 2018 (SBP), the 
Sustainability Bond Guidelines (SBG), the corresponding ASEAN standards, and guidelines issued 
by the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission on the issuance of sustainability bonds, 
DBP developed this Framework consistent with said principles and guidelines. As such, the 
Framework is comprised of the following four key components:

•  Use of Proceeds;
•  Process for Asset Evaluation and Selection;
•  Management of Proceeds; and
•  Reporting.

Use of Proceeds 

Proceeds raised through the DBP’s Sustainability Bond program will be used to finance or refinance, 
in part or in full, new and/or existing green or social assets or a combination of both green and 
social (‘sustainability’) assets with positive environmental or social outcomes. The eligibility 
criteria for projects have been aligned with the relevant United Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (as shown in the following tables). 

Sustainability 
Bond Framework
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Connecting Rural Urban Intermodal Systems Efficiently (CRUISE)
An umbrella program for connectivity infrastructure in the transportation, logistics, tourism sectors and their 
related information technology (IT) and climate change adaptation/risk mitigation requirements.

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Clean Transportation; Affordable Basic 
Infrastructure

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Water Transport Infrastructure and Services
    - Acquisition of electric or LNG ships/vessels8 

•       Rail Transport Infrastructure and Services
   - Construction of railway tracks, tunnels and rail stations, 
   - Acquisition of rolling stocks and coaches, rail engine and equipment, 
   - Signaling, safety and security facilities/equipment

•       Urban Mass Transport Systems and Non-Motorized Facilities
   - Urban rail
   - Bus rapid systems
   - Construction of bicycle ways, underground walkways, sidewalks and
     footbridges

Financing Utilities for Sustainable Energy Development (FUSED) 
The Program aims to contribute in the increased access to electricity services through financing to help 
achieve inclusive growth and poverty reduction. FUSED Program is aligned with the Philippine Energy Plan 
2012-2030 of the Department of Energy.

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Renewable Energy; Energy Efficiency

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Development of renewable energy (hydro9, wind, solar, biomass10, 
        geothermal11)
•       Renewable energy power distribution and transmission projects12

 8Projects should demonstrate 30% more energy efficiency than market average
 9All hydropower projects shall be limited to projects of up to 25 MW capacity 
except run-of-river types 
 10Refers to biomass power projects that emit below 100g/CO2/kWh
 11Refers to geothermal power projects that emit below 100g/CO2/kWh
 12 Projects should expand service connection and improve power supply system 
safety, reliability, efficiency
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Water for Every Resident (WATER) 
An umbrella program for the financing of water supply projects. It aims to contribute in the provision of 
safe and affordable water supply through financing to help achieve inclusive growth and poverty 
reduction.  

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Sustainable Water and Waste Water 
Management; Affordable Basic Infrastructure

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Source development for distribution or for bulk water supply (surface 
        water,  deep well, desalination13)
•       Water transmission and/or distribution system rehabilitation/
        expansion/upgrading
•       Development/installation of water treatment facilities/equipment

DBP Program Assistance to Support Alternative Driving Approaches (PASADA) 
DBP PASADA Program is a special funding program for the acquisition of brand new, energy efficient 
public transport vehicles to replace old jeepneys.  It also includes funding assistance to support facilities 
necessary for the proper operations and maintenance of public utility vehicles (PUVs).

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Pollution prevention and control; 
Clean Transportation; Affordable Basic Infrastructure

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Purchase of brand new PUVs that are compliant with the vehicle 
        standards as defined in the OFG (Omnibus Franchising Guidelines)

Sustainable Agribusiness Financing Program 
A credit assistance program for agribusiness projects engaged in the production, harvesting, processing 
and marketing of crops, poultry, livestock and fishery. 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Eco-efficient and/or circular economy 
adapted products, production technologies and processes; Employment generation; Food security; 
Renewable Energy

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Agriculture and animal husbandry14

   -   Production, post-harvest, processing to marketing or whole value   
       chain of all agri-business projects including but not limited to 
       traditional crops, high value crops
   -   Poultry, livestock, fishery including cattle/goat dairy production, 
       cattle breeding cum fattening, swine production, goat raising, fish 
       production and harvest, processing to marketing of meat and 
       other food production projects
   -   Production of organic products

 13Refers to desalination plant that runs on renewable energy only
14The above projects will only be eligible to be placed under the Sustainability Bond, 
under the Social Bond portion, if it meets below additional criteria:

• total no. of employees is less than 10
• turnover is less than $100,000 (approximately P5.2 Million)
• total assets are less than $100,000 (approximately P5.2 Million)

OR, if the above data are unavailable, client’s loan size is less than $10,000 (approximately P520 Thousand)
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Green Financing Program (GFP)  
An umbrella program to support the Bank’s strategic thrust of environmental protection and the 
country’s green growth strategy. It was designed primarily to assist strategic sectors, industries and local 
government units in adopting environment-friendly processes and technologies and incorporating 
climate change adaptation and mitigation and disaster risk reduction measures. 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Pollution prevention and control; 
Terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity conservation; Climate change adaptation; Green buildings which meet 
regional, national or internationally recognized standards or certifications; Employment Generation

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•        Air Pollution Prevention and Control
    -   Green Transport/Green Mobility

 •   Acquisition/manufacturer of Alternative Fuel Vehicles (Electric 
      Vehicles)
 •   Manufacture/Production of Alternative Fuel (Biofuel) for 
      vehicles and industry
 •   Construction/installation of Alternative Fuel (biofuel) supply 
     infrastructure facilities including transmission and distribution 
     and othe related facilities

    -    Installation of Equipment/Services/Facilities that prevent or 
         reduce pollution (e.g. air emission, waste, effluents) at source

•       Water Pollution Prevention and Control
    -    Septage Management Projects

 •  Septage Treatment Facilities including upgrading and 
    rehabilitation works
 •  Bio-solids Processing Facility including upgrading to Class A 
    Fertilizers
 • Upgrading and rehabilitation of Existing STFs

    -   Domestic Wastewater System
 •  Sewerage networks including expansion and rehabilitation
 •  Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) including upgrading and 
     rehabilitation networks
 •  Low-cost community sewage projects and STPs
 •  Water Recovery and Recycling Projects from STPs
 •  Communal/Public Sanitary Toilet Facilities

    -   Clean up, rehabilitation and maintenance of water bodies
        (e.g. Rivers, esteros)
    -   Installation/upgrading of wastewater treatment systems/facilities    
        for industrial wastewater

•       Solid Waste Management
    -   Waste storage, collection and transport including collection 
        vehicles and equipment to materials recovery or recycling facilities
    -   Materials Recovery Facility/Recycling Facility
    -   Waste-to-Energy15/Waste-to-fuel facilities15

•       Resource Conservation, Resource Efficiency and Cleaner Production
    -   Construction of green building16

    -   Retrofitting of existing building to conform to the concept of 
        green building17

    -   Installation of energy efficient lighting system
    -   Installation/acquisition of energy saving equipment/ facility/
        system

 15 Refers to projects with an emission limited to up to 100g/CO2/kWh and should 
include air emissions abatement technology
16 Project should have a minimum certification of LEED Gold or equivalent
17 Project should result in at least 30% energy efficiency improvement
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Lending Initiative for Sanitation (LINIS) 
The LINIS Program is crafted to contribute to solutions in addressing challenges in specific market 
segment of the sanitation sector. 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Bond Standards: Sustainable water and waste water management; 
Affordable Basic Infrastructure

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Construction/upgrading/rehabilitation/expansion of sanitation 
        facilities such as septage treatment facilities, sewer networks & other 
        relevant networks

Strategic Healthcare Investments for Enhanced Lending & Development 
(SHIELD) 
A program that responds to the financing needs of the country’s health sector and aims to make health 
services more available, accessible and affordable to communities throughout the country, especially to 
people belonging to the lowest income group. 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Access to Essential Services; 
Employment Generation; socioeconomic advancement and empowerment

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Development and construction of hospitals and other healthcare 
        facilities18

•       Renovation/expansion works for healthcare facilities18

•       Acquisition/leasing of health care facilities18

•       Working capital requirements of health care institutions18

•       Refinancing of existing eligible loans for the health sector18

•       Purchase of hospital/clinic/health facility inventory18

Contract-To-Sell Financing Facility for Real Estate Developers (CTS) 
The CTS Program aims to provide a means for developers to grow their housing portfolio and support 
continuous production of housing in the country. Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond 
Standards: Affordable Housing

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Residential Projects with total contract price of  P450,000 and below 
        (Socialized Housing)

18 Projects shall only cover public healthcare facilities or those health care facilities 
accredited by Philippine Health Insurance Corporation
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Sustainable Enterprises for Economic Development (SEED)19 20 

An umbrella program for the micro, small and medium enterprises, it aims to spur the contribution of 
MSMEs to sustainable economic development. It likewise aims to enhance access of MSMEs to credit 
facilities and fast track the credit process 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Employment Generation; 
Socioeconomic advancement and empowerment; Access to financing and financial services and 
Employment generation including through the potential effect of SME financing and microfinance

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Working capital
•       Export financing
•       Fixed asset acquisition
•       Purchase Order and Letter of Credit Financing
•       Franchise Acquisition
•       Relending scheme for cooperatives
•       Wholesale Credit Line Facility for cooperatives and NGOs for 

relending/sub-loan to its SME Members
•       Retail Credit Line for the Cooperative/NGO’s own

Energy Efficiency Savings (E2SAVE) Financing Program 
The Program aims to provide credit assistance based on electricity savings to both private and public 
sectors’ energy efficiency projects to enable them to harness the available new technologies and thus, 
contribute in the effort of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It likewise aims to provide credit assistance 
to Energy Service Companies to further promote the development of energy efficiency projects. 

Eligible Categories under ASEAN Green and Social Bond Standards: Energy Efficiency; access to basic 
infrastructure

Eligibility Criteria SDG

•       Replacement and installation of highly efficient mechanical/electrical     
equipment and industrial technologies

•       Recovery and utilization of by-products gas, waste and pressure
•       Industrial process improvement and system optimization
•       Preparation of Energy Audit/Investment Grade Audit Report for     

government entities
•       Installation of solar rooftop/ground mounted and other renewable    

energy technologies for own-use or net metering.

19 SEED Program covers Retail Lending for Micro and Small Enterprises (RLM) and  
   Medium Enterprise (ME) and Other Business Enterprise (OBE) Lending which covers

•  Micro enterprises (enterprises with asset worth of up to P3 Million),
•  Small enterprises (enterprises with asset worth of P3,000,001.00 up to P15 Million),
•  Medium enterprises (enterprises with asset worth of P15,000,001.00 up to P100M), 

and other business enterprises (an asset size of more than P3.00 Million but less than 
P15.00 Million);

20 SEED Program also covers Inclusive Lending for Aspiring Women Entrepreneurs (ILAW) 
    with the following eligible borrowers:

•  Single Proprietorship- principal should be a woman;
•  Partnership- must have 1 woman partner; Corporation- must have a woman CEO or 

COO; Cooperative- majority of the members must be women;
•  Other business entities with an asset size of P100.00 Million or below and where 

women play a major role.
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Exclusionary Criteria

The list below enumerates loan purposes that are ineligible 
for financing or refinancing using proceeds from bonds 
issued under the Framework:

•  Illegal activities, such as illegal gambling, illegal 
mining, illegal logging, illegal fishing, and the like;

•  Production or trade of dangerous drugs as defined 
under Republic Act No. 9165 (Comprehensive 
Dangerous Drug Act of 2002);

•  Power generation from non-renewable energy and 
nuclear power;

•  For all public passenger transportation not electrified 
and running emission over 75g/CO2 per passenger 
km; Freight transport that emits more than 25g/CO2 
per tonne per km;

•  Biomass21 energy production and supplementary 
infrastructure using Biomass or feedstock that 
is derived from sources that competes with food 
production or grown in areas with currently or 
previously high biodiversity or will decrease carbon 
pools in the soil;

•  Expenditures related to nuclear power, fossil fuel 
power generation/transportation/technology and 
related assets, and landfills and hazardous waste 
management;

•  Hydropower projects over 25MW capacity;
•  Production or activities involving forced labor,  

violence against women, and child labor, gambling, 
military contracting;

•  Production of or trade in: materials which are 
considered as health hazards, (i.e., asbestos fibers), 
adult entertainment, finished alcoholic beverages 
and finished tobacco products,  lethal defense goods 
including small arms,   palm oil;

•  Predatory Lending;
•  Payday/salary loans22.

21 Refers to all forms of energy derived from biomass such as biofuels, biogas, heat and electricity
22 Specifically, for MSME lending
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Process for Asset Selection 
and Evaluation

The DAC has ultimate responsibility for and shall approve 
any revisions to this Framework. The DAC is composed 
of the DBP Chairman, four (4) incumbent members of the 
DBP Board, and the President and Chief Executive Officer, 
with the heads of the Development Lending Sector and 
Strategic Planning Groups as permanent resource persons 
from the Management side. The members of the DAC shall 
be subject to change as deemed necessary by the Bank.

The DAC shall review and approve the Eligibility Criteria 
and evaluation process for potential Eligible Assets for 
completeness and suitability; review the schedule of 
Sustainability Bonds outstanding; and review compliance 
with the Framework against the GBP, SBP and SBG, and the 
corresponding ASEAN standards.

Any matters for approval by the DAC relating to the 
Framework shall first be discussed and approved by the 
Management Committee, which is composed of senior 
officers of the Bank and chaired by the President and Chief 
Executive Officer.

Lending Program Management Group (“LPMG”), shall be 
responsible in evaluating and selecting the assets eligible 
for financing using proceeds from the Bonds. LPMG shall 
ensure their conformance with the Eligibility Criteria set 
out above and with DAC instructions in relation to the 
Framework.

Management of Proceeds

Proceeds allocation will be made only to environmental or 
social uses identified as eligible based on the approved 
criteria above and in accordance with exclusionary criteria 
specified in this Framework. DBP, through the Asset and 
Liability Department ("ALMD") and LPMG will track the 
receipt and use of proceeds via its internal reporting 
systems, ensuring that all Eligible Assets in the 
Sustainability Bonds are appropriately identified with 
monitoring reports provided at least annually to the DAC, 
through the Management Committee.

21 Refers to all forms of energy derived from biomass such as biofuels, biogas, heat and electricity
22 Specifically, for MSME lending
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DBP intends to fully allocate the net proceeds of a 
Sustainability Bond within 24 months of its issuance. To 
the extent that any proceeds from a Sustainability Bond 
issuance have not been, at issuance or, during the life of 
the bond, applied directly to finance or refinance Eligible 
Assets (“Unallocated Proceeds”), those proceeds may be 
invested in high quality money market instruments per 
in accordance with DBP’s liquidity management strategy 
until eligible uses of the Proceeds are identified.

Reporting

DBP values transparency as part of its good governance 
practice. Thus, DBP commits to provide investors with 
information on both the allocation of proceeds and the 
non-financial impact of the Eligible Assets included in 
its portfolio of bonds issued under the Framework, at 
least on an annual basis, through its website and, if 
feasible, incorporated within the Annual Report and/or 
Sustainability Report for the applicable year.

•  On the Allocation of Proceeds Reporting

 The report shall contain the total amount of proceeds 
allocated to Eligible Assets, the allocated amounts 
to eligible assets per use of proceeds category, and 
the amount of unallocated proceeds and where these 
have been invested.

•  On the Impact Reporting

The impact reporting may include indicators such as 
the following: 

DBP Program Sample Indicators

CRUISE Program No. of kilometers of 
road built

FUSED Program Energy produces and 
sold (kWh)

WATER Program No. of service 
connections

PASADA Total number of 
passengers catered 
by the units broken 
down per vehicle unit; 
estimated carbon 
savings in tonnes of 
C02e

Suatainable 
Agribusiness 
Financing Program

No. of crops harvested

GFP No. of crops harvested

SHIELD No. of beds served

CTS Program No. of CTS purchased

SEED No. of businesses 
financed

A range of impact indicators will be used for the 
different types of Eligible Assets as the LPMG deems 
appropriate and where the data is available from the 
bo rrowers and permitted to be disclosed. The table 
above is not considered exhaustive and reported 
metrics may be supplemented with qualitative 
information as appropriate.

External Review

DBP has engaged Sustainalytics to provide a Second Party 
Opinion of this Framework’s alignment with the GBP, SBP, 
SBG and the corresponding ASEAN Standards. The SPO 
is available at “https://www.dbp.ph/dbp-sustainability-
framework/.”

DBP also intends to issue a limited assurance report or 
verification statement for the allocation of the proceeds 
to the Eligible Green and Social Portfolio starting one year 
after issuance and until full allocation.
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Annex A

DBP’s Environmental23 and Social Policy Statements24

23 https://www.dbp.ph/about-dbp/dbp-environmental-policy/
24 https://www.dbp.ph/developmental-banking/social-services-community-development/
dbp-social-policy-statement/

“The DBP, in its developmental mission and initiatives, is committed to environmental protection 
and sustainable development and shall integrate and implement environmental considerations 
into all aspects of its operations and services, asset management, and business decisions.”

In pursuit of this policy, DBP commits to:
•  Develop, implement, and continually improve an Environmental Management System;
•  Encourage other institutions to pursue environmental protection and pollution prevention 

through the Bank’s lending and technical assistance programs, and pursue environmental 
management practices, including environmental due diligence inquiry in risk assessment and 
management;

•  Comply with relevant environmental laws, regulations and agreements to which DBP 
subscribes; set and review environmental objectives and targets along identified significant 
environmental aspects; and

•  Ensure that all employees at all levels are made aware of and actively involved in the Bank’s 
Environmental Policy and programs through appropriate training and information.”

The DBP, in its developmental mission and initiatives, is committed to social protection 
and sustainable development and shall integrate and implement social consideration 
into all aspects of its operations and services, asset management, and business 
decision.

In pursuit of this policy, DBP commits to:
•  Make the identification of social impacts and risks a part of the normal process 

of risk management and assessment through the technical due diligence process 
of the Bank;

•  Comply with local, national and international regulations and conventions 
applicable to social    considerations of projects, including indigenous peoples, 
gender and development, child welfare, and occupational/community health and 
safety issues;

•  Take an active role in influencing our clients, business associates, bank officers 
and staff to integrate social considerations into their project operations; and

•  Define performance measures for social impacts and conduct monitoring and 
evaluation activities to measure performance against goals.

Environmental Policy Statement

Social Policy Statement


